LTE FOR MISSION
CRITICAL NETWORKS
Understanding the challenges and opportunities found in mission critical LTE.
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PROVIDING INSIGHT INTO THE KEY
QUESTIONS RAISED BY THE DEPLOYMENT
OF LTE FOR MISSION CRITICAL NETWORKS
This course will provide vendors, operators and those working for critical enterprises with an understanding
of how best to prepare for the transition into LTE.
As a society, we place high pressure on the performance of
public safety bodies to respond swiftly at times where every
second counts. It is, therefore, necessary to have the correct
tools in place to enable seamless communication that can
further response efficiency and ultimately allow us to save
more lives. For this reason, critical industries are starting to
look to LTE as the next necessary step to help us achieve this
– with the technology boasting seamless connectivity and
coverage allowing for improved response time and situational
awareness. Yet, beyond public safety, mission critical LTE is
set to benefit various industries, with HIS Markit reporting a
significant increase in revenue generated by mission critical
LTE across sectors including utilities and transportation.
Despite the benefits, however, there are various challenges
affecting the transition to LTE for mission critical networks
and with the widespread use of legacy systems, such as
TETRA and DMR, the advantages proposed by LTE can appear
to be outweighed by the risks.
Utilising real-life examples through the aid of first-hand
deployment accounts and case studies, this programme will
look to deliver in-depth understanding on LTE as applied to
mission critical networks and guidance on what can be done
to prepare for the transition.

WHAT SETS THE
PROGRAMME APART?
• Short focused training tailored for technical
professionals looking to further their
understanding on LTE as applied to mission
critical networks
• In-depth evaluation of the advantages and
disadvantages of LTE for mission critical
networks
• First-hand accounts on deploying LTE for
public safety use globally including Europe,
Asia and Africa
• Utilisation of case studies, including the
UK’s Emergency Services Network (ESN),
to demonstrate real-life LTE deployment
scenarios for mission critical networks
• Developed and delivered by expert course
leaders with real-world experience in LTE

REVENUE FORECASTS BY SECTOR:
IHS Markit predicted that revenues generated by the mission critical LTE market are forecast to increase
across all major mission critical industries by 2021.

UTILITIES

PUBLIC SAFETY

TRANSPORT

INDUSTRIAL

From $75m in 2018
to $165m in 2021

From $3bn in 2018 to
$5.9bn in 2021

From $472m in 2018
to $849m in 2021

From $362m in 2018
to $633m in 2021

increase of 120%

increase of almost 100%

increase of 80%

increase of 75%

IS IT FOR YOU?
This is a technical course designed to provide an in-depth understanding on LTE as applied to mission
critical networks.
Therefore, functions including: system and solution architects, project managers, radio planners,
developers, technical managers or any other function related to the deployment of mission critical LTE, will
find this course beneficial.

CRITICAL ENTERPRISES
For critical industries, the
reliability, availability and clarity
of communication is vital to
everyday operations.
This course will benefit those
deriving from these industries
by equipping them with the
knowledge needed when
preparing for the transition
into LTE.

VENDORS
This course will help vendors to
understand key challenges and
opportunities in mission critical
LTE enabling them to identify
new areas for innovation.

TELECOM OPERATORS
With most telecom operators
providing LTE on a commercial
level, they are now tasked with
delivering a reliable service for
mission critical use.
This course will help operators
identify key concerns and
potential obstacles accompanying
the transition into LTE, so that they
can provide necessary support
to their customers.

THE TELECOMS & TECH ACADEMY HAS PREVIOUSLY
TRAINED COMPANIES SUCH AS:

CURRICULUM

LTE FOR MISSION CRITICAL NETWORKS

DAY 1
1. UNDERSTANDING LTE AS APPLIED TO

3. CELLULAR NETWORK EVOLUTION AND

MISSION CRITICAL NETWORKS

HYBRID SOLUTION OPTIONS

Why mission critical networks are turning to LTE

Understanding the backward and forward
compatibility of LTE
QoS parameters, for Public Safety and Mission
Critical Networks
Options for Deploying Next Generation Public
Safety Communications

An overview of LTE network architecture
Managing Connection Priorities

Service Management & Delivery
Pubilc Safety Networks & Requirements
Arguments for operating on a private or public domain
Examining the standardisation roadmap towards
mission critical LTE

2. LTE VERSUS LEGACY SYSTEMS AND THE
OPTION OF A HYBRID SOLUTION
An overview of features offered by DMR/TETRA for
public safety networks
LTE Overview
Radio Access Network, Core Network Nodes
Tracking Areas
Protocols
QoS, Quality of Service parameters

Interworking and Roaming
Interworking with 2G/3G Access
Trusted and Untrusted 3GPP Accesses

IMS Architecture
SIP Call Setup Signalling
VoLTE, Voice over LTE
CSFB Architecture

Evaluating the option of a hybrid solution
Discussing short or long-term solutions
Demonstrating examples of hybrid solutions

LTE and Mission Critical Networks
End-user devices, requirements
Telecom operators and the mission critical market

________________________________
Live Virtual Classroom
Our cutting-edge instructor-led online
virtual classroom solutions offer an
engaging and enjoyable experience that
replicates our face-to-face training
experience. Our Virtual Classroom offers:
• 100% Online - Cost effective training
solution without the need to travel
• Instructor-led - Experience engaging
live training with our experienced
subject mater experts
• Collaborative - Work with your fellow
students througout your course

________________________________
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DAY 2
4. FIRST-HAND ACCOUNTS DEPLOYING
LTE FOR MISSION CRITICAL NETWORKS
A discussion with a guest speaker who will
discuss their work in implementing LTE for
public safety and the key challenges
encountered

5. MISSION CRITICAL FEATURES FOR LTE

6. LTE FREQUENCY BANDS AND SPECTRUM
ALLOCATIONS
Understanding spectrum allocations for public
safety networks in the United States and EMEA
Analysing the benefits and disadvantages to
various frequency bands
Examining licenced and unlicensed spectrums (ULTE)
Motivations for using U-LTE
U-LTE design principles
U-LTE deployment scenarios

Voice and Group communication over LTE
Voice over LTE (VoLTE)
Group communication principles
Group communication service enablers
GCSE architectural requirements
GCSE principal functions and interfaces
GCSE services
GCSE signalling
Access control
Mission critical PTT over LTE (MCPTT)

Proximity services (ProSE)
An overview of ProSE concepts
Understanding how ProSE will operate

Multi-media Broadcast Multicast Service
(MBMS)
What does LTE mean for security?
Authentication, Air Interface Encryption (AIE)
End-to-End encryption

Ensuring a reliable network

Shared spectrums

Discussing the possibility of a standardised
approach

7. 5G AS APPLIED TO MISSION CRITICAL
NETWORKS
4G to 5G evolution
The 5G System (5GS)
5G Use Cases
Mission Critical Communications 5G versus LTE
A discussion on additional possibilities to be
expected from 5G

BENEFITS

LEARNING OUTCOMES
FOR INDIVIDUALS

Attendees will be empowered to:
Recommend deployment strategies for mission critical LTE
Recognise the implications of LTE and make appropriate preparations for its deployment
Understand key challenges in transitioning to LTE and propose solutions to help overcome these
Identify devices being developed for LTE and comprehend the feasibility of their use
Identify new revenue streams
Recognise spectrum allocations and the advantages/disadvantages to operating on certain frequency bands

FOR BUSINESSES
This course will enable:

CRITICAL ENTERPRISES TO:
Recognise the benefits in using LTE for mission critical
communication
Understand how mission critical networks will be prioritised
alongside commercial networks

The course
was good and
very helpful, the
teacher was well
up to the task!
GCL ECONET

Identify products in development and the feasibility of their use
Realise the challenges accompanying LTE and strategies that
can be undertaken to minimise any risks
Comprehend what LTE will mean for legacy systems

VENDORS TO:
Understand the needs of their customers
Recognise certain trends in the market
Identify key challenges on deploying LTE for mission critical
networks and how their products can be made to address these
Unlock new revenue streams

TELECOM OPERATORS TO:
Understand the concerns of their customers using mission
critical networks
Realise how they can tailor their service to support mission
critical networks
Ensure that mission critical enterprises have access to current
LTE technology
Understand various spectrum allocations and make informed
decisions when choosing top operate their network at a certain
frequency.

Excellent,
comprehensive.
The trainer was
very good and
extremely good
at explaining the
concepts.
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT –
CLOUD, CISCO, UK’

LIVE VIRTUAL CLASSROOM

ENGAGING INSTRUCTOR-LED TRAINING

All our training programmes are deliverable as engaging online learning
courses via our live Virtual Classroom platform.
Our cutting-edge instructor-led online virtual classroom solutions offer an engaging and enjoyable
experience that replicates our face-to-face training experience to deliver knowledge and develop the
competencies you need to succeed.
Our programmes are designed to ensure an optimal training experience - focusing on practical
application of the concepts and topics covered.
We deliver the same market leading programmes online so you can benefit from the flexibility to take
the training at a location of your choice without the need to travel!

Why Choose a Virtual Classroom?
Enjoy the same classroom learning experience
online
• Benefit from the same quality training
programmes at a location of your choice.
• Minimise downtime with highly impactful
training
• Cost effective training that saves on travel
expenses and time.
• Experience an intimate class setting
• Interact with your course tutor and fellow
students throughout the course including
group exercises, file sharing and live Q&A's.
• Review the training material after the course
• All sessions are recorded so you can review the
material anytime.
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ABOUT
TELECOMS & TECH ACADEMY
Telecoms & Tech Academy is a leading training partner to the telecoms, media and technology (TMT)
industries, having trained more than 30,000 professionals and 500 businesses globally.
We were borne out of the telecoms industry and understand the challenges the sector has been facing. Our training
portfolio continues to evolve to help address new and emerging skills gaps faced by telecoms & tech businesses. To
provide you with leading-edge knowledge, our learning is influenced by our partners including Ovum and Google.
What competencies are you looking to build in your teams? Here’s a snapshot of where we can help:

BUILD TECHNICAL SKILLS
Big Data, Analytics & Artificial Intelligence
Network Virtualisation (NFV & SDN)
5G Network Technology
Emerging Services Including: Internet of
Things, Smart Cities & Connected Innovation

BUILD TELECOMS MANAGEMENT SKILLS
Telecoms & Leadership: Our flagship Telecoms Mini
MBA has trained over 15,000+ professionals
Innovation & Digital Transformation
Customer Focus

CALL:

+44 (0)20 70174144

EMAIL:

training@telecomsacademy.com

VISIT:

www.telecomstechacademy.com/course/lte-in-public-safety-networks

For group booking discounts available
please contact us for details

